
3m ALD-E in action with flat packer roller

3m ALD-E with Ring packer showing HD pivoting discs & legs

The Ryetec Restorer ALD-E has been designed for use 
in arable land to relieve compaction and ground damage 
caused by previous operations, restoring the ground prior 
to cultivation or drilling operations. 

Causing minimal surface ground disturbance with the 
combination of a cutting disc and a low disturbance point 
which shatters the underground surface, breaking any 
pan thus relieving compaction and aiding drainage.

Available with either full  Auto Reset or Shearbar system

RYETEC RESTORER ALD-E 
ARABLE LOW DISTURBANCE SUBSOILER

Standard Specification:
 » 3m unit with 6 legs & points with tungsten tips - longer   

 lasting points for reduced running costs & downtime.
 » Shearbar protection for legs - where conditions are unlikely  

 to cause repeated obstruction of the legs (Auto reset   
 option available).

 » 20mm Hardox legs that are depth adjustable to 300mm - for  
 high resistance to damage and wear with accurate and easy   
 depth adjustment.

 » Heavy duty pivoting discs & legs - allow for ease of   
 manouvreability around obstacles.

Options:
 » Optional Stocks Ag Seeding Equipment- ability drill OSR and  

 cover crops.
 » Ribbed rear packer roller - leaves an even intergrated   

 surface.
 » Alternative legs & points - customers preferred legs/points  

 can be fitted.
 » Auto Reset - where more testing conditions are likely to cause  

 repeated interference with the legs.

For more information contact Ryetec Industrial Equipment Limited 
Mill House, A64 East Knapton, Malton, North Yorkshire YO17 8JA 
T: 01944 728 186 | www.ryetec.co.uk |   /ryetec



KS500

KS500

KS500

Restorer 4m ALD running front mounted with combi drill Restorer 6m ALD with rear packer

Restorer 4m ALD with hydraulic linkage working as a toolbar

Workbox in actionWeightbox’s & Workbox’s with various options/colours

Restorer 3m GLD grassland low disturbance sub soiler

RYETEC PRODUCT RANGE 
ENGINEERED FOR STRENGTH & VERSATILITY 
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